
 

 

Costume contest at the Half Moon Bay Art and Pumpkin Competition. (Half Moon Bay) 

Pumpkins are genuinely a good deal like folks. 

"They occur in all dimensions, colors and shapes, but within we are all the exact same," 

describes Farmer John Muller, a 3rd-generation California farmer. He is also the mayor of Half 

Moon Bay, the Northern California city about an hour south of San Francisco, which payments 

alone as the World's Pumpkin Money. The coastal local weather right here, with heat days and 

great nights, is fantastic for increasing pumpkins. 

Who realized a look at a pumpkin patch could present these kinds of a life lesson. 

 

At Muller's Daylight Farms correct near downtown 50 percent Moon Bay, Farmer John 

confirmed off some of his pumpkins, which must attain 800 to one,000 lbs . for the famous 

Pumpkin Festival future month. It draws 1000's and includes a Pumpkin Parade, championship 

pumpkin weigh offs, are living songs, a haunted home and qualified pumpkin carvers. (Could 

you carve a 1,200-pound jack-o-lantern?) All tumble, households and faculty teams appear to 

Farmer John's pumpkin patch just off Freeway eighty wherever they can pick out from 80 types 

of pumpkins -- they're not all orange. 

 

Of training course, you will find a large amount additional in this article than pumpkins to draw 

households, starting with the stellar seashores. I wake up to the bleating foghorn and the 

chattering seabirds at the fifty four-place Beach front Property 50 % Moon Bay overlooking the 

Pillar Position Harbor, property to industrial and sport fishermen. The famous seven-mile 

Coastal Trail is just outdoors our door. 

 

I see why my daughter, Regina Yemma, and her fiance, Dan Foldes, have preferred this area for 

their marriage ceremony. It can be bought almost everything for family members -- options to 

stroll and engage in on the miles of seashores, the prospect to explore teeming tide pools, enjoy 

the sea lions or hike amid the towering coastline redwoods, farm stands and pumpkin patches, 

and then chow down on area veggies (some from Farmer John's farm) and seafood at community 

dining places. Pasta Moon on Main Avenue in downtown Half Moon Bay, a fixture below for 28 



yrs, has these types of a determination to regional create that the restaurant's web site even tells 

you what is at peak freshness and what is in year. Family members adore this position for the 

selfmade pizzas and pastas. 

 

We walk a path at Pescadero Marsh Organic Protect seeing scores of infant heron in the trees in a 

rookery and spy a turtle in the water. 

 

We end at Harley’s Farm and Goat Dairy in very small Pescadero to sample goat cheese (do we 

want pistachio and apricot, solar-dried tomato, chive?) and laugh at all the baby goats born this 

spring. We walk along Pebble Beach with its exclusive tiny pebbles rather of sand. 

At Pillar Position Harbor, locals examine in to see what clean-caught fish business fishermen are 

selling "off the boat." The harbor's Princeton Seafood will clear and fillet the fish at a nominal 

price when it's crab period, they are going to even boil them for you too. In the course of crab 

season -- in slide and through the vacations-- men and women drive from all above the bay area 

to get them. 

 

We opt for lunch overlooking the Harbor at the 50 percent Moon Bay Brewing Company, an 

exceedingly child-pleasant brew pub total with a healthier kids' menu (assume bay shrimp salad, 

wild salmon and grilled prawns -- all underneath $10). Mary Oldham, 1 of the restaurant's 

partners, and a mother, suggests that a journey to Half Moon Bay is the chance for kids -- and 

adults -- to consider some new foods -- like regionally grown artichokes. "Consuming artichokes 

can be pleasurable," she mentioned. (For extra fall enjoyable suggestions, verify out the Taking 

the Little ones Drop Getaways segment.) 

 

You could happily shell out the working day in and all around Pillar Position kayaking or 

looking at the surfers: The famed Mavericks surf split is 1.2 miles offshore of the modest town of 

Princeton-by-the-Sea. Surfers appear from all over the entire world in the wintertime to contend 

in the Mavericks Invitational in some of the world's biggest waves that rise more than 50 feet. 

Newcomers can consider surfing lessons at surfer's seaside Mavericks Surf Shop can support 

established you and your youngsters up. But there is so considerably else to see and do. My 

daughter experienced offered me a tour of some of her beloved places like Bean Hollow Point 

out Beach front exactly where we view the harbor seals laze on the rocks. A small farther down 

the coast there is Ano Nuevo Condition Park with its well-known elephant seal rookery. 

Halt at the farm stands together State Route ninety two, the east-west freeway. Farmer John 

defined his loved ones started the pumpkin patch some twelve yrs in the past so far more families 

could share the farm practical experience entire with a hay journey, the likelihood to climb on an 

outdated tractor and, of program, get lots of photographs. His daughters, son-in-regulation and 

two grandchildren, ages six and 8, support. 

 

He masses up my daughter with garlic, potatoes, arugula, onions, squash, clean eggs and much 

more -- some of the identical veggies we will eat for lunch later that working day at the Ritz-

Carlton 50 % Moon Bay’s Conservatory Lounge in which I get pasta with Daylight Farms' 

arugula, basil and neighborhood olive oil. 

 

All October, the resort will attribute Farmer John's pumpkins in dishes and a collection of 

cooking courses, said Government Chef Xavier Salomon. "People want to know exactly where 



their food items will come from," he said, including that when young ones have the chance to 

satisfy a farmer like Farmer John and see where by their food will come from, they are additional 

willing to consider anything new. "We have built the kids' menu a lot more healthy and it is 

working," he said. 

 

Thanks, Farmer John. 

 


